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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The SUM procedure stops with an error during uptime. How can
you identify the current phase, the one in which SUM
encountered an error?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Check the most recent entries in SAPup.log
B. Check the most recent entries shown in file sapevt.trc
C. Check the system log (transaction SM21) of the SAP system
D. Check the messages shown by the SUM UI
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is developing a strategy to deal with Wanna Cry
variants that defect sandboxing attempts and mask their present
analyzed. Which four mechanisms can be used in this strategy?
A. Apply ACLs at the access layer that prevents all RPC and SMP
communication throughout the network..
B. Ensure that the standard desktop image used in the
organization is an actively supported operating system and that
security patches are applied.
C. Apply route maps at the access layer that prevent all RPC
and SMB communication throughout the network.
D. Employ URL/DNS inspection mechanisms that blackhole the
request. This action prevents malware from communicating with
unknown domains and thus prevents the WannaCry malware from
becoming active.
E. Employ a DNS forwarder that responds to unknown domain names
with a reachable IP (honey pot) that can mimic sandboxing
containment responses and alert when a possible threat is
detected.
F. Run antimalware software on user endpoints and servers as
well as ensure regular signature updates.
G. Ensure that vulnerable services used for propagation of
malware such as SMB are blocked on public facing segments.
Answer: A,D,F,G
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